New Jersey Needle Artists
American Needlepoint Guild
May 20, 2020 Meeting
Hi Everyone –
Linda welcomed 25 members to our May monthly meeting via Zoom! It was great to see so
many of our members who are unable to regularly make it to our meetings due to distance.
The NJNA SOTM group met in May via two Zoom calls. Linda convened the first at 10:00 AM
where we caught up on how everyone was doing and got ready to settle into stitching May’s
installment. Everyone shared their progress on a second zoom meeting at 3:00. Linda
documented all of our progress on the NJNA Blog and posted the link on Facebook! Don’t miss
all the exciting colorways for this year’s project – even Kathy Rees, the designer, commented!
We expect to repeat this SOTM process in June! All NJNA members are welcome to join the
SOTM group as long as they are stitching a current or past project. Contact Linda M for more
info and to get on the e-mail list. Another great opportunity to stitch with friends!
Linda will let us know if there is any news about the Woodlawn exhibit. The current
expectation is that it will reopen at some point.
The New Jersey Needle Festival that is coordinated by Needleworker’s Delight has been moved
to August 16. NJNA has two tables reserved and we will have to look at substitutions based on
the new dates. But there is time for that.
The ANG Seminar in Tucson has been cancelled. Refund checks are in the process of being
mailed. ANG plans to offer many of the classes in a virtual environment – stay tuned. This will
be a great opportunity to experience a seminar-grade class!
ANG is also offering small mini-designs called Holed-Up Minis or HUMs. These can be found on
the home page of the website and are free to both members and non-members. Great stash
busters when those big projects just aren’t calling to you!
NJNA and Monmouth Chapter EGA are joint-hosting Stitch Fest in Voorhes, NJ from October 23
through October 25. The information and registration forms are attached to this meeting
summary. In addition to getting lots of stitching done, the Nimble Needle offers attendees a
discount. This is always a fun and affordable weekend get-away!
Linda thanked Carol F for her great effort on Sunshine. Carol sent two get well cards and notes
to all of the new members this month. Carol says that she can still get cards on-line! So if
anyone knows of someone in need of some sunshine please let Carol F or Linda M know.
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The NJNA blog has been a great way to share our stitching adventures during the time of
quarantine. If you would like to participate by writing blog posts, please contact Diane B or
Rosie L to be added as an author and get started!!
Jill did not have any news on membership. Everyone from 2019 has paid their 2020 dues!
Rosie reported that the current balance in our treasury is $6,346.59; this includes money
collected but not disbursed for the Kimono project and Woodlawn gas. We appear to be on
target with our budget.
Rob at the Framed Image has announced that he plans to reopen for curbside pick-up. Cathryn
will coordinate with him and with Noelle to get the bookshelf canvas framed for the library.
Cathryn continues to coordinate our other outreach project of stitching hearts for Hospice. We
have collected more than sixty hearts already! Cathryn will deliver what she has to Rosie, 34
Gunther Street, Mendham, NJ 07945 and anyone who is holding their hearts can mail them to
Rosie. Rosie will make a photo collage for our website. Mally hopes to also write this up for
publication in the local newspaper! Once photographed, Rosie will ship them to the group that
is finishing them for hospice.
Sylvia has finalized plans for a Background Sampler II workshop. The workshop will be held at
Needleworker’s Delight on September 12, 13, and November 15. Cathryn will be leading the
workshop which will run from 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM. Costs vary depending upon what kit choices
are made. Sylvia has a final headcount (thirteen!) and plans to order the kits soon. Stay tuned
for the final cost if you are enrolled. Some pre-work is required.

Background Sampler II
Save the date: Sylvia is pleased to announce that Labours of Love will teach a Paint Your Own
Canvas workshop for NJNA at the Edwardian Needle on April 25, 2021. More info to follow.
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Cathryn told us about this year’s program plans which have undergone adjustment. It is not
clear when the library will be available for meeting again.
In April, Cathryn led the first of two Zoom programs on the Crystal Waters Scissor Fob by
Carolyn Mitchell. She broke the group into two sessions of six students.

Ellen B’s Crystal Waters Scissor Fob
Overachiever Marge has done many of these in different colors using threads from her stash.
Each fob is about 2-inches square in size. The second part Zoom program for the Crystal Waters
Scissor Case will be scheduled in June. If you are interested, this project appeared in the JulyAugust 2019 issue of Needlepoint NOW!
The next stitching program will begin in September and October. NJNA will offer one of
Margaret Bendig’s Kimonos as a project. There are four kimonos representing the four seasons.
Please note that all four of these designs were published throughout 2008 in Needlepoint
NOW! So, if you were a subscriber, you might be able to find these! If you plan to stitch this –
make sure that Cathryn knows so that she can order the canvas for you. The order for the
designs will be going out soon.

Winter

Spring

Summer

Autumn

Earlier this month, Cathryn sent out the thread list for the kimonos – she encourages us to use
our stash, but if you want to get the threads, this will take extra time with the situation at the
shops.
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REMINDER: Please pick up all needles/pins from the (library) floor. Even more important
now that we are stitching at home!
I hope you enjoy the Show and Tell pictures. I appreciate everyone sending me pictures that
allowed me to share my screen with the group. I think it worked really well and everyone got
to see (and hear about) these in more detail. So please continue to send me your show and tell
items during this time of quarantine. I would appreciate it if you could include relevant
information about each completed project. Relevant information includes: piece name,
designer, where finished, stitch help or stitch guide info, other fun stuff – like who it’s for, why,
etc.
Cheers,
Rosie
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Show and Tell
Two More Hearts for Hospice!

Linda M

Robin

Diane B completed both of our Topiary Projects from David McCaskill. On the left is Patriotic
Topiary and on the right is Halloween Topiary.
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Linda M and Brenda C both were able to complete “Stacked Rectangles” the workshop that
several members of NJNA are piloting for Susan Hoekstra, an NJNA past-president! Both of
these are in the same colorway and if I heard correctly, the rest of the group is doing a different
colorway! This class was scheduled to be taught at the Tucson seminar, but perhaps it was
prophetic that NJNA did a Zoom pilot class since the seminar pieces are likely to be taught
virtually! Interesting discussion from all of the other pilot stitchers as well!

Linda M was asked to stitch Steven Klein’s “House by the Lake” for the column “A Tale of Two
Stitchers” in the current issue of Needlepointers Magazine. There are actually 4 (!) stitched
versions of this canvas shown in the issue, but I like Linda’s the best! Bravo!!
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Barbara L finished this wonderful
little box designed by Dale Lenci,
owner and designer of DJ Designs.
Dale also suggested the stitches. The
bronze hardware, including the roses,
comes with the canvas. The stitcher
supplies the ribbons and beads for
the embellishment.

While visiting her grandchildren,
Barbara stitches at Dale’s shop.
Luv2Stitch in San Mateo, California.
Barbara says it was a fun stitch and a
breather from more difficult projects.
(I’m not sure I believe that.)

Barbara turned this in for finishing
before she left California for the last
time before quarantine took effect.
Nonetheless, Dale packaged it up and
mailed it to Barbara. It arrived safe
and sound!
GORGEOUS!
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Let’s continue with little boxes:

Ellen B stitched these four boxes which will be finished as flat ornaments with a big bow on top
of each. These will be gifts for her family and each one is stitched in a favorite color!

Cathryn stitched this Funda Scully canvas which will be sent out to be made into a round box.
She started this several months ago but recently finished the lid and the beading.
I can’t wait to see this finished.
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Robin has completed “Amethyst”, a design by Debbie Rowley. Robin says the colors look better
in the picture than in real life! I know a few purple-obsessed people who would love this!

Barbara W stitched this beautiful bargello piece called “Undulations II”. It is a Gail Stafford
design. I love your striking color choices, Barbara.
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Sylvia’s beautiful stitching never disappoints.
This “Sandcastle” is by Plum Stitchery. Sylvia
used a stitch guide by Flying Needles in
Bellaire Bluffs Florida. So pretty!

Janice M stitched “Winter Carnival”, a new online class with Laura Perin. Stitchers had a choice
of three colorways and Janice chose the pink because it will match her bedroom colors. Janice
says it was fun to stitch and worked up quickly. She is thinking of having it framed.

Ellen S’s grandson is planning to attend
Indiana University in the fall! This is the first
(of many, likely) stitched memory of his
achievement!
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Jacqui just completed this 5-inch round which will be inserted into a tan purse! Lovely!

Cathryn plans to make this handbag into a summer pillow for her porch when Pam can meet
with her finisher again. The canvas was a gift from friends. I love the colors!
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Linda M stitched this Hands Across the
Sea Sampler on 53/60 count linen. She
explained that linen fabric does not have
the same thread count in the horizontal
and vertical direction like our needlepoint
canvas.
This chart was a fundraiser to support fire
services in Australia.

Tina F completed “Hopscotch Around the World” by Genny Morrow in her own choice of purple
and yellow colors. This piece is a lesson in doing the Scotch stitch, as every row is a variation.
Tina took over 20 years to complete this! She plans to have it framed.
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Let’s continue around the world with these three travel rounds:

Cathryn stitched this Kirk and Bradley travel
round. She plans to have it finished into a
Christmas ornament for her niece. She
discovered that the tent/sailboat features at
the bottom are actually spice containers!

Barbara W stitched “Philadelphia” which is
also a Kirk and Bradley travel round.

Barbara W also stitched “Seattle” by Kirk and
Bradley.
She didn’t say who either of these were for,
but she is waiting for Pam to reopen so that
she can have them finished!
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Now let’s celebrate some holidays!

Sharon B completed “Wishful Thinking” by Ann Strite-Kurz which was a class at the ANG
Houston National Seminar. Sharon changed out the stitched bows for ones that were made
using the tines of a fork! Such a cute dog!

Ellen B stitched this SJ Design counted piece called “Christmas Remembered”. It was offered in
different color ways. I love how lacy the tree looks!
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Kathy Rees of Needle Delights has a wonderful collection of designs called “Holiday Delights”.
Both of these canvasses are from that collection. Cathryn stitched Thanksgiving and Ellen S
stitched Hanukkah. Cathryn plans to frame hers for her porch. Cathryn has done several of the
designs in this series – see last month’s meeting summary for two more!!
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Brenda has collected all 24 of the Janet Zickler Casey Santa designs. This one is “Santa in the
Moon” and was designed in 2000. This is the 11th JZC Santa that Brenda has stitched. Don’t
you love the fur on his hat?

And this one is “North Star Santa” which was
designed by Janet Zickler Casey in 2001. This
is the 12th JZC Santa that Brenda has stitched!
Halfway done! She says that this one was
easier than many of them
Brenda says she plans to finish them all
herself!
So cute!
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Cathryn has stitched this “Easter Egg” canvas by Associated Talents. She will have it made into
an ornament for her spring tree for next year.

Cathryn stitched this stylized Christmas tree ornament for her sister for this year. Cathryn
thinks the design is from Kelly Clark but she is not certain. She said that she was wondering
what the red ovals were on the third tree and finally figured out that they were poinsettia
leaves! I love how she used a leaf stitch on them!
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And our last holiday entry is Cathryn’s “USA”, a Kathy Schenkel design. It will be made into an
ornament!
Now let’s take a look at some quarantine projects that are in process!

I so wanted to put Mally’s “Naoshima Sunset” in the travel portion of this summary – soon!!
This is a Lois Kershner design where stitches embellish a photograph that has been transferred
onto congress cloth. Mally purchased this design after Barbara L told us that Lois was having a
sale of her pieces and directed us to the website.
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Robin is working on ‘Toast to Tiffany’ by Kay Stanis, a class that she took at the ANG National
seminar in Houston. This piece combines two things that Tiffany was known for: Stained glass
and jewelry rendered in silk and metal needlework. Robin provided two pictures – on the left is
her progress and on the right is the finished product! What a gorgeous challenge!

Jill has been working on “Klimt Kimono” by
Toni Gerdes and offered through
CyberPointers chapter of ANG. Here is her
progress to date.
She says she has an error, but she doesn’t
think it shows. I KNOW it doesn’t show!
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Jill is working ahead on the Crystal Waters
Scissor Sheath, our current NJNA project!
Looking good!

Barbara L sent this updated photo of her quarantine project. It is a painted canvas called
"International Beauty" by Alice Peterson. She is still working on the skin shading, but notes that
it is getting better!

Stitch Fest 2020 Registration

NJNA

Stitch Fest Dates:
Stitch Fest 2020 will be held Friday, October 23 to Sunday, October 25.
Where:
Stitch Fest 2020 will be held at the Hampton Inn – Voorhees, 320 Route 73, Voorhees, NJ.
http://hamptoninn3.hilton.com/en/hotels/new-jersey/hampton-inn-philadelphia-voorheesVORHEHX/index.html
The hotel provides a free hot breakfast buffet with 24-hour free coffee, tea and hot chocolate. There is
also a fitness center and an indoor swimming pool. Please note that there are refrigerators in the
sleeping rooms. Your reservation is included in your Stitch Fest reservation.
Room costs: $125 per night/per room for all rooms includes tax.
Stitch Fest 2020 with roommate: $125
Stitch Fest 2020 single: $250
Stitching Room cost:
There will be a $30 charge per person for the weekend to use the stitching room.
There will be a $15 charge to use the stitching room if you just come for the day, provided space is
available. Charge will be collected upon arrival.
Reserve your spot:
Reservations are on a first come, first served basis. Please complete the registration form and send a
$75 deposit (check made payable to Monmouth Chapter, EGA) to: Rosie Lunde, 34 Gunther Street,
Mendham, NJ 07945. The balance must be paid by September 1, 2020.
Meals:
Restaurant suggestions for lunch and dinner will be provided closer to the weekend.

Stitch Fest 2020
Monmouth Chapter EGA
New Jersey Needle Artists
October 23 - 25
Hampton Inn - Voorhees
320 Route 73
Voorhees, NJ
Yes, please register me as follows:
Name:
Home Phone:

Cell Phone:

Emergency Contact Name:
Emergency Contact Phone:
Room Choice (indicate preference):
Double Room

Single Room

Roommate’s name:
Payment:
All rooms are $125 including taxes per night. There will be a stitching room charge per person in the
amount of $30 for the weekend. A deposit of $75 (check made payable to Monmouth Chapter, EGA)
is required with this registration form. Final payment is due to Rosie by September 1.
Balance due as follows:

Double room balance: $80 for a total of $155
Single room balance: $205 for a total of $280

Mail this completed form and your check to: Rosie Lunde, 34 Gunther Street, Mendham, NJ 07945.
Questions can be directed to either Rosie at 973-534-2150 or Sue C at 973-543-6928.
Registration ends September 1, 2020.

